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Active Field Control
Various Acoustics for Various Performances
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Fig. 4. Comparison of $|G_c(\omega)|$ with SP (speaker) aimed at; (a) microphone and (b) room boundary.
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Electronic Microphone Rotator
Application 1: La Folle Journée au Japon

Tokyo International Forum: Hall A
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Operas: Opera

Other applications:
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Purpose of the system:
- Enhancement
- Reverberation
- Early Reflection
- Virtual Acoustic

Stage Configuration:
- Fixed
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- Synthesis
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Application 2: Renaissance

Venetian Fantasy  
Looking for an acoustic of Basilica di San Marco

Tenku Theater, Tokyo  
500 seats

Basilica di San Marco  
Venezia  
RT60=5s
Convolution with Measured Impulse Response

“Active field control using sound field generation techniques”,
ICA 2013 Montreal, T. Watanabe et.al
Tenku Theater with 500 seats

Absorption Panel on the Stage

I.R. Modification

Target Data Based on Convolution Data
(Original Data * Reproduced Speaker Characteristics)

Applied Data in the Reproduction Field

Original Data Measured in the Target Field

Orchestra on Stage

“Active field control using sound field generation techniques”,
ICA 2013 Montreal, T. Watanabe et.al
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Application 2: Renaissance - Results
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Solutions for Applications

- **Fixed**
  - Stage Configuration
  - Various

- **Variable**
  - Stage Configuration
  - Various

- **Virtual Acoustic**
  - Early Reflection
    - Enhancement
      - Emmanuel
      - Off Mic & SP
      - FIR
    - IR
  - Closer Mic & SP
  - Various

- **Orchestra**
  - Fixed
  - Various

- **Musical / Cirque**
  - Fixed
  - Various

- **Opéra**
  - Fixed
  - Various
Future Works to do

- How to Control FIR/IR
  - More ER for Performers, when more RT for Audiences
  - Room Impression, Visual Cue

- More Tools
  - Auto Tuning
  - Singing Detection

- Voice Lift
  - Turn on and Enhanced
  - Like Lighting or Air Conditioning
  - Could be more effective with Dynamic Processing
Demo Systems
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If It’s about AUDIO, It’s at AES!